Who’s In Your Family?
Scott and Marianne Lynn
Peter (8)
Isaiah (5) w/CHARGE
David (2)

What do you want people to know about your family?
We live in Central WA State. Scott works for the USDA Forest Service and Marianne is a nurse at our local hospital. Scott grew up here in the Wenatchee area and Marianne is a transplant from NY.
Peter and Isaiah attend our local elementary school while David spends his time with mom at home.

Why do you Volunteer with the Foundation?
We attended our first CHARGE conference in 2019. It was at that conference where we learned how many families were out there dealing with very similar challenges that we had gone through (or going through). I wanted to be a connection for those families in WA to have someone local to connect with. I also want to be able to help new families recently diagnosed with CHARGE to learn about the syndrome and all the great individuals out there with CHARGE who are thriving and doing wonderful things.

What activities do you like to do?
We enjoy exploring and camping in the outdoors as well as spending time with our church, friends and family in the northwest.